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Fabric Printing

We have a variety of Dye-sublimation Printed Fabrics available in 124-inch widths, which
can be used for display signage, banners, flags, table cloths, home decor, and apparel.
Another very popular application is Silicone Edge Graphics (SEG), whereby a silicone
strip is sewn onto the edge of the graphic for insertion into a groove within a frame.
Tube Displays

Fabric Tube Displays are free-standing indoor advertising stands made from lightweight
and easy to assemble interlocking tubes. The vibrant dye-sublimation printed fabric is
pulled tight over the frame creating a more luxurious look as compared to traditional
vinyl banner displays. Multiple styles and sizes are available.
Advertising Flags

Advertising Flags are great for promoting any business or event because of their compact
footprint and exceptional visibility. They are especially effective outdoors where the
flag material flutters and spins with the wind. The most common styles are Feather and
Teardrop flags, which are produced in a variety of sizes.
Table Covers

Custom printed Table Covers help create a high-impact, professional look for any special
event or tradeshow booth. Available as table throws or runners, these machine-washable
table covers are made to fit all standard folding tables sizes.
Popup Displays

Pop Up displays are a perfect choice for trade show booths and special events. These
freestanding, lightweight aluminum portable displays are designed to be set-up in
minutes. The eye-catching dye-sublimation printed fabric can be quickly installed using
Velcro or SEG (Silicone Edge Graphics).
Backlit Displays

Backlit displays add that extra WOW factor to trade show booths with various displays
utilizing Dye-Sublimation printed backlit fabric. The backlit displays range from full wall
boxes to freestanding fixtures and counters. The backlit fabric can be quickly installed as
a tension tube graphic or SEG (Silicone Edge Graphics).
Banner Stands

Banner stands (Retractable Banners) are the cornerstone of the trade show and event
industries as they are super portable, lightweight, and easy to set-up. They are available
in a variety of widths, and the banners are attached to the stands using adhesive tape or
Velcro for quick graphic change outs.
Wall Frames

SEG stands for Silicone Edge Graphics, which are fabrics that have a strip of silicone
sewn into the edges of the graphic. The fabric graphic can then be inserted into a backlit
or non-illuminated Wall Frame, creating a smooth, seamless fabric display.
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Category

COMPARISON CHART
Fabric

Code Weight

Lighting

Finish

Softness

Stretch

Wrinkle

Triplewhite

TWF

7.3 oz

Good
blockout

Bright

Excellent

Moderate Moderate

Expand

EXF

5.6 oz

Average
blockout

Bright

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Blackback

BBF

7.6 oz

Excellent
blockout

Matte

Moderate

Good

Moderate

TWF is a good block-out fabric, its level of softness and diagonal stretch makes it great for
displays with SEG (Silicone Edge Graphic). It has moderate resistance to wrinkles. EXF has
a high stretch factor which make it perfect for our tube displays. EXF is our softest fabric,
its wrinkle resistance and lightweight makes it perfect for tube displays or table cloth.
As its name indicates, the black coating in the back of the BBF makes it perfect for any
application where a total blockout is required.

Triplewhite Fabric is ideal for any SEG (Silicone Edge Graphic) display as it has
good diagonal stretch for easier installation and it also has great block-out ability
to hide any structure behind SEG displays. TWF is also great for indoor banners
due to its smooth surface and block-out properties. As TWF is a woven fabric it
can only be trimmed with a hot knife as the fabric will fray if cold cut. Printed to
a maximum print width of 124”.
Expand Fabric has excellent stretch so it is primarily used for fabric tube displays
but is also great as a table cloth due to its lightweight and excellent wrinkle
resistance. Printed to a maximum print width of 120”.
Blackback Fabric has a black coating on the backside making it perfect for SEG
frames, Pop-Ups, and Banners where total light block-out is desired. Printed to
a maximum print width of 124”.
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DISPLAYS FABRIC

COMPARISON CHART
Fabric

Code Weight

Lighting

Finish

Softness

Stretch

Wrinkle

Lightbox UV

LBF
(UV)

5.2 oz

Back lighting

Gloss

Poor

Poor

Poor

Edgelight

ELF

8.8 oz

Edge lighting

Matte

Moderate

Good

Good

Softlight

SLF

7.3 oz

Back or Edge
lighting

Bright

Excellent

Moderate Moderate

LBF is mostly recommended for backlit boxes due to its strong colour density. The use of UV
inks reduces the stretch factor as well as its softness and it also has low wrinkle resistance.
The ELF is great for edge-lit boxes, it is very durable and wrinkle-resistant which makes it
perfect for displays that require frequent changeouts. SLF can be used for both edge and
back-lighted boxes with a great colour density comparable to ELF.

Lightbox Fabric (UV) is best suited for permanent lightboxes with direct
backlighting as it has very deep colour density, but LBF is printed with UV ink
so it doesn’t have good stretch or softness and it wrinkles easily. Printed to a
maximum print width of 124”.
Edgelight Fabric is a knit material that distributes light evenly when lit from the
edges but pinholes of light could appear if lit directly from behind. It is a very
durable fabric with good stretch and wrinkle resistance so it is well suited for
tradeshow displays with frequent changeouts. Printed to a maximum print width
of 124”.
Softlight Fabric A great all-purpose backlit solution as it is a woven fabric so it
won’t show pin holes when backlit and still has good depth of colour. As SLF is
a woven fabric it can only be trimmed with a hot knife as the fabric will fray if
cold cut. Printed to a maximum print width of 124”.
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BACKLIT FABRIC

COMPARISON CHART
Fabric

Code Weight

Lighting

Finish

Softness

Stretch

Wrinkle

Flag

FGF

3.2 oz

Sheer

Matte

Moderate

Moderate

Good

Mesh

MEF

3.0 oz

Sheer mesh

Matte

Moderate

Good

Good

Sealed

SEL

5.2 oz

Frontlit

Matte

Moderate

Poor

Moderate

FGF has a good wrinkle resistance, moderate softness, and stretch. It is great for
applications where sheer fabric is required. MEF is our light sheer mesh with a good stretch
and wrinkle resistance factor. SEL has a sealed backing to shed water and a moderate
wrinkle resistance.

Flag Fabric is used primarily for Advertising (feather) Flags but can also be used
for applications where a sheer fabric is desired. It will last outdoors for anywhere
from 12-18 months or even longer depending on weather conditions. Printed to
a maximum print width of 124”.
Mesh Fabric is similar to Flag Fabric but it has holes that allow it to be stretched
similar to “Jersey Fabric” so it is primarily used in outdoor applications such
as Fence Fabric. It will last outdoors for anywhere from 12-18 months or even
longer depending on weather conditions. Printed to a maximum print width of
124”.
Sealed Fabric is primarily used for Double-Sided Advertising flags as it has
a backing that repels water but it can also be used for outdoor table cloths,
barrier covers, and more. It will last outdoors for anywhere from 12-18 months
or even longer depending on weather conditions. Printed to a maximum print
width of 124”.
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OUTDOOR FABRIC

COMPARISON CHART
Fabric

Code Weight

Lighting

Finish

Softness

Stretch

Wrinkle

Standard
fabric banner

TWFB

7.3 oz

Good
blockout

Bright

Excellent

Mesh
fabric banner

MEFB

3.0 oz

Sheer
Fence Mesh

Matte

Moderate

Good

Good

Blockout
fabric banner

BBFB

7.6 oz

Excellent
blockout

Matte

Moderate

Good

Moderate

Moderate Moderate

Standard Fabric Banner (made using TWF Fabric) is an all-around indoor fabric banner in
that it has a good block-out with an exceptionally silky smooth print surface for a very highend luxurious look. Mesh Fabric Banner (made using MEF Fabric) is used as an alternative
to Vinyl Fence Mesh for Events as it is lighter, can be folded, stretches tight on installation,
and can be seen from both sides of the fence as it is a sheer fabric. Blockout Fabric Banner
(made with BBF Fabric) can be used indoors where it is imperative that all light coming from
behind the banner is blocked out.

Triplewhite Fabric is ideal for any SEG (Silicone Edge Graphic) display as it has
good diagonal stretch for easier installation and it also has great block-out ability
to hide any structure behind SEG displays. TWF is also great for indoor banners
due to its smooth surface and block-out properties. As TWF is a woven fabric it
can only be trimmed with a hot knife as the fabric will fray if cold cut. Printed to
a maximum print width of 124”.
Mesh Fabric is similar to Flag Fabric but it has holes that allow it to be stretched
similar to “Jersey Fabric” so it is primarily used in outdoor applications such as
Fence Fabric. It will last outdoors for anywhere from 12-18 months or even longer
depending on weather conditions. Printed to a maximum print width of 124”.
Blackback Fabric has a black coating on the backside making it perfect for SEG
frames, Pop-Ups, and Banners where total light block-out is desired. Printed to
a maximum print width of 124”.
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POLYESTER
BANNER FABRIC

Hand-Cut to PDF
Dimensions

Hem & Grommets

Rod Pockets

1’’ sewn hem and standard
grommets.

3’’ pocket added to the top
and bottom

Hem Only

2in Velcro

SEG only

1’’ hem sewn in place

Hook or loop sewn into all
sides of the fabric

Silicone Edge strip sewn
into the edge of the fabric.

Your fabric is hand-trimmed
to your uploaded PDF file
dimensions.

SEG with Frame
Silicone Edge strip sewn
into the edge of the fabric.
Includes frame.

FABRIC PRINTING

FINISHES

WHAT IS SEG AND ITS BENEFITS?

What is SEG?
SEG stands for Silicone Edge Graphics, which are fabrics that have a strip of
silicone sewn into the edges of the graphic. After being sewn in, the silicone
edging is inserted into an extruded aluminum frame creating a smooth,
seamless fabric graphic.

SEG FRAME SYSTEM

Silicone
Strip

(Sewn In)

Insertion
Channel

CUSTO
MS
WALL F IZED
RAMES
AVAILA
BLE

Fabric
Graphic
SEG
Frame

What are the Benefits?
• The fabric itself is one of the major benefits of choosing SEG. Polyester
is glare free which allows for maximum visibility, and the dye sublimation
printing process makes your graphic machine washable in cold water.
• The special frames that accompany silicone edge graphics have a low profile,
giving you a frameless appearance that is sleek and modern.
• The frame’s recessed grooves hold the silicone edge tightly, leaving you with
a taut display that is free of wrinkles.
• The fabric is lightweight and easy to install and take down, perfect if you are
using these graphics for trade shows or in any environment where frequent
change-outs are required.
• Shipping costs for these types of displays are often significantly less expensive
because they are so lightweight and take up much less space than traditional
printed graphics.

FABRIC PRINTING

SEG FRAME
SYSTEM

STRAIGHT TENSION TUBE

Our COMOX - Straight Tension Tube is perfect for any back wall displays. It
can be assembled very quickly with no tools required. After assembly just pull
the pillowcase-like graphic over the frame and close it up using a zipper at the
bottom for a taut fit. Available in 8ft, 10ft, and 20ft lengths.

Size

Weight

Box size

8ft

96” x 90”

15.5 lbs

29.5” x 10.75” x 10.75”

10ft

115” x 90”

15.5 lbs

29.5” x 10” x 10.5”

20ft

235” x 90”

26.5 lbs

29.25” x 15” x 15”

Accessories (ordered separately)

Tube lamp

Connector foot

TUBE DISPLAYS

COMOX

BARRIER TENSION TUBE

Our DELTA - Barrier Tension Tube is perfect for queue control at any event or
venue. It can be assembled very quickly with no tools required. After assembly,
just pull the pillowcase-like graphic over the frame and close it up at the bottom
for a taut fit. Barriers are available in SML and LRG for Indoor or Outdoor. They
can also be joined together using our Connector Accessory.

Size

Weight

Box size

LRG

80” x 40”

9.5 lbs

31” x 9.5” x 7.5”

SML

40” x 40”

8 lbs

30.5” x 9” x 7.75”

Accessories (ordered separately)

Connector foot

Corner Connection

Straight Connection

TUBE DISPLAYS

DELTA

SLIM TENSION TUBE

Our HORNBY - Slim Tension Tube is a great
alternative to traditional banner stands as unlike
many banner stands it can be printed both sides.
Assembly is very quick with no tools required.
After it’s assembled just pull the pillowcase-like
graphic over the frame. Available in 24in, 36in,
and 48in widths.

Size

Weight

Box size

2490

24” x 90”

13.25 lbs

34.75”x 11”x 4”

3690

36” x 90”

18.6 lbs

40” x 11.25” x 5”

4890

48” x 90”

24.25 lbs

50.75” x 11” x 4”

Accessories (ordered separately)

Tube lamp

TUBE DISPLAYS

HORNBY

DANCER TENSION TUBE

Our SLOCAN - Dancer Tension Tube has a
stylish curved stance making it an elegant
looking display that can be printed on both
sides. Assembly is very quick with no tools
required. After it’s assembled just pull the
pillowcase-like graphic over the frame.

36in

Size

Weight

Box size

36.5” x 90”

10.35 lbs

30.5” x 9.5” x 7.5”

Accessories (ordered separately)

Tube lamp

TUBE DISPLAYS

SLOCAN

FEATHER FLAG

Our TOFINO - Feather Flag can be used outdoors with the
Ground Spike or indoors using the Cross Stand. There is
also a Water Bag option whereby a water-filled bag goes
over the top of the stand for use on hard outdoor surfaces
such as concrete. Available in SML, MED, and LRG.

LRG
FEATHER FLAGS

13.5’

29” x 97”

9.75’

23” x 81”

8.5’

SML

29” x 141”

MED

Size

Weight

Box size

SML

23” x 81”

2.2 lbs

47” x 4” x 1.5”

MED

29” x 97”

2.4 lbs

47” x 4” x 1.5”

LRG

29” x 141”

3.25 lbs

47” x 4” x 1.5”

Accessories (ordered separately)

Cross bar stand

Ground spike

Water bag (+ Cross stand)

ADVERTISING FLAGS

TOFINO

TEARDROP FLAG

Our LUMBY - Teardrop Flag can be used
outdoors with the Ground Spike or indoors using
the Cross Stand. There is also a Water Bag option
whereby a water-filled bag goes over the top of
the stand for use on hard outdoor surfaces such
as concrete. Available in SML, MED, and LRG.
LRG

TEARDROP FLAGS

12’

”x1
41

9’

35

7’

”x7

7”

00

”

SML

42

”x1

37

”

MED

Size

Weight

Box size

SML

38” x 81”

2.2 lbs

39” x 8” x 1.5”

MED

44” x 105”

2.75 lbs

47” x 4” x 1.5”

LRG

44” x 142”

3.5 lbs

47” x 4” x 1.5”

Accessories (ordered separately)

Cross bar stand

Ground spike

Water bag (+ Cross stand)

ADVERTISING FLAGS

LUMBY

TABLE THROWS

Our Table Throws are a perfect complement to a trade show booth or event.
Printed using our Wrinkle Resistant Expand Fabric (EXF) on the full front & back
as well as both sides of the table. Available to fit standard 4ft, 6ft, and 8ft tables.

Size
Throw for 4ft Table

48” x 24”

Throw for 6ft Table

72” x 30”

Throw for 8ft Table

120” x 30”

TABLE COVERS

THROWS

TABLE COVERS

Our Table Runners are a great attention grabber when placed over the top of
existing table throws. Printed using our Wrinkle Resistant Expand Fabric (EXF).
Available in 24in and 48in.

Size
24in Table Runner

24” x 72”

48in Table Runner

48” x 72”

TABLE COVERS

RUNNERS

VELCRO POP-UP WALL

Our BELCARRA Velcro Pop-Up Wall is a lightweight aluminum frame that locks
in place using plastic hooks. The graphic is applied to the front and around the
sides of the frame with hook & loop. The frame collapses into the carrying bag
for easy transportation.

10ft

Size

Weight

Box size

119” x 88” x 12”

25.6 lbs

34” x 15” x 11”

POPUP DISPLAYS

BELCARRA

SEG POP-UP WALL

Our BUNTZEN SEG Pop-Up Wall is a lightweight aluminum frame that locks in
place using plastic hooks. The graphic is applied to the front and the sides of the
frame with SEG (Silicone Edge Graphics). The frame collapses into the carrying
bag for easy transportation. The available size is 10ft with 12” returns on the
ends for additional graphic elements.

10ft

Size

Weight

Box size

118” x 89” x 12”

32.75 lbs

32.5” x 12.5” x 13”

POPUP DISPLAYS

BUNTZEN

BACKLIT SEG BOX WALL

Our WHISTLER Backlit SEG Box Wall is perfect for any back wall display where
back lighting is desired. It is an aluminum frame style display with interior
ladder lights that can be set-up without tools and is specifically designed for
SEG (Silicone Edge Graphics). The graphic is applied to the front and sides of
the frame. Available in 8ft and 10ft with 12” returns on the ends for additional
graphic elements.

Size

Weight

Box size

8ft

89” x 89” x 12”

62.6 lbs

36” x 17” x 16”

10ft

118” x 89” x 12”

71.8 lbs

36” x 17” x 16”

BACKLIT DISPLAYS

WHISTLER

BACKLIT TENSION TUBE

Our NAKUSP Backlit Tension Tube combines the convenience of a Tension Tube
Frame with the brightness of a backlit display. Assembly is very quick with no tools
required. After it’s assembled just pull the pillowcase-like graphic over the frame
and it will be illuminated by internal ladder lights.

3ft

Size

Weight

Box size

33” x 90”

20.85 lbs

36” x 17” x 16”

BACKLIT DISPLAYS

NAKUSP

BACKLIT SEG COUNTER

Our GARIBALDI Backlit SEG Counter is a perfect attention grabber in any trade
show booth. It is an aluminum frame style display with interior ladder lights that
can be set-up without tools and is specifically designed for SEG (Silicone Edge
Graphics). The graphic is applied to the front and sides of the frame.

4ft

Size

Weight

Box size

40” x 40” x 15”

25.4 lbs

43.5” x 17” x 8”

BACKLIT DISPLAYS

GARIBALDI

STANDING SEG LIGHTBOX

Our FERNIE Standing SEG Lightbox is perfect for any single or double-sided
backlit application where a free-standing portable display is desired. It is an
aluminum frame style display with LED edge lighting that can be set-up easily
with minimal effort and is specifically designed for SEG (Silicone Edge Graphics).

3ft

Size

Weight

Box size

40” x 79” x 3”

23.5 lbs

43.75” x 12.5” x 5.5”

BACKLIT DISPLAYS

FERNIE

STANDARD BANNER STAND

Our MIDWAY Standard Banner Stand is a Retractable Roll Up that can be set up in
seconds. When not in use the graphic is safely stored inside the aluminum casing for
future use. A telescopic pole at the back supports banner to a height of 78”.

33in

Size

Weight

Box size

33” x 78.75”

9.65 lbs

36” x 10.25” x 3.75”

BANNER STANDS

MIDWAY

ADJUSTABLE BANNER STAND

Our TERRACE Adjustable Banner Stand with telescopic poles can be easily set
to various sizes, ranging from 77” to 120” wide and 40” to 96” high. Making
it a perfect portable stand for any event. 8ft high banner templates with Rod
Pockets top and bottom are available for 6ft, 7ft, 8ft, 9ft, and 10ft wide (please
contact us for custom sizes).

Size

Weight

Box size

6ft

77” x 96” (Adjustable)

17.2 lbs

42.5” x 6” x 5.75”

7ft

84” x 96” (Adjustable)

17.2 lbs

42.5” x 6” x 5.75”

8ft

96” x 96” (Adjustable)

17.2 lbs

42.5” x 6” x 5.75”

9ft

108” x 96” (Adjustable)

17.2 lbs

42.5” x 6” x 5.75”

10ft

120” x 96” (Adjustable)

17.2 lbs

42.5” x 6” x 5.75”

BANNER STANDS

TERRACE

VELCRO BANNER STAND

Our ASHCROFT Velcro Banner Stand with an interchangeable base features
hook and loop fastening to the leader. Hook fastener comes mounted on the
leader and loop fastener attaches to the bottom of the graphic. Available in
36in, 48in, and 60in widths.

Size

Weight

Box size

36in

36” x 78.75”

10.75 lbs

39” x 11.5” x 5.75”

48in

48” x 78.75”

16.5 lbs

52.25” x 10” x 5”

60in

60” x 78.75”

19.5 lbs

64.75” x 10” x 5.25”

BANNER STANDS

ASHCROFT

SEG NON-LIT WALL

Our NELSON SEG Non-Lit Wall Frames are designed to work with SEG
(Silicone Edge Graphics) fabric prints resulting in a frameless look that is very
sleek and modern but also are easy to swap out. The frames are extremely
easy to install with minimal tools. Available in stock are 48in x 36in, 72in x
48in, and 96in x 60in but any custom size can be ordered as an option with our
Triplewhite Fabric (TWF).

Size

Weight

Box size

4836

48” x 36” x 1”

5 lbs

50” x 3” x 3”

7248

72” x 48” x 1”

7 lbs

74” x 3” x 3”

9660

96” x 60” x 1”

10 lbs

98” x 3” x 3”

WALL FRAMES

NELSON

SEG EDGE-LIT WALL LIGHTBOX

Our LYTTON SEG Edge-lit Wall Lightbox frames combine a high level of
brightness, superior build frame, and versatility. Supplied in a flat-pack kit the
frames are ideal for low-cost shipping. The frames are easy to assemble and
are designed to work with SEG (Silicone Edge Graphics) fabric prints making
swapping out graphics a breeze. Available in 48in, 72in and 96in wide.

Size

Weight

Box size

4836

48” x 36” x 2.5”

16.55 lbs

50.25” x 6.25” 5”

7248

72” x 48” x 2.5”

23.9 lbs

72” x 6.5” x 5.5”

9660

96” x 60” x 2.5”

31 lbs

98” x 6” x 5”

WALL FRAMES

LYTTON

